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Culture and you

╺ Take a look at the questions on the 
handout "Personal Culture Reflection."

╺ Pick one to share with a colleague.
╺ If you prefer, answer this general 

question: What did I learn from my 
parents or caretakers growing up?

Tip: Questions 13, 14, and 15 are good conversation starters
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What did you learn?
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What is your choice?

You are leaving for a meeting with a colleague. If you go now, you won't 
be late. Another colleague asks for an urgent help that will only take you 
a couple of minutes. What do you do? 

A. I tell the colleague I can't help her now because that will make me 
late. I tell her I'll help her after my meeting.

B. I help the colleague and tell the colleagues with whom I'm meeting I 
am a few minutes late because I had to help another colleague. 
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What is your choice?

Your daughter or son says she/he would rather go to school close to 
home and live at home during at least part of the college years. She/he 
feels that she/he will feel homesick. Assume your daughter/son has no 
psychological or physical problems.

A. I encourage my daughter/son to go explore the world. It's time to 
stretch her/his wings and build independence.

B. I encourage my daughter/son to do exactly what makes her/him 
comfortable. There is plenty of time to spread her/his wings later. 
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What is your choice?

You are spending (enter here a very important religious holiday for you) 
with your family. You know that a new colleague has recently moved to 
your town and may be alone for the holiday. Assume you are not the 
party host. What would you do?

A. I am sure my colleagues will be fine and would probably be 
uncomfortable in a family gathering. Besides, I'm not the host.

B. I ask the host to welcome one more person and ask the colleague to 
come spend the holiday with my family.
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What is your choice?

Your grandmother's cousin's daughter is coming to town. She has never 
visited your town before. She contacts you and politely lets you know 
she is coming. You:

A. Say: "That's lovely - let me know if there is any information you 
need!"

B. Invite the rest of your family to visit with your grandmother's 
cousin's daughter.
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Culture is a set of rules
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What did I learn?

╺ What is the value of time?
╺ What is the value of 

independence?
╺ Who is invited for 

Christmas?
╺ What does "family"mean?
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Cultural Programming

╺ Cultural programming takes 
place very early.

╺ We receive very different 
messages.

╺ We must decipher one 
another's messages.

╺ Let's get along!



How I got started
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Is anyone 

learning?



A Doctor's Story

╺ Ignaz Semmelweis, mid-1800s.
╺ Vienna General Hospital (research 

hospital).
╺ High mortality rate in the maternity 

ward.
╺ Death rate fell during his absence!
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First do no 
harm
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Could I be 

doing harm?



Myth or 
Reality?
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Myth or Reality?

Non-hispanic whites will 
be a minority in the US by 
2060.

Yes

No



Population Distribution
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Source: Census.gov



But...
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No one group will have the 
"majority" share.

Source: Census.gov
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Myth or Reality?

Sharing demographic 
information is a good way 
of starting to discuss 
diversity in the workplace.

Yes

No



Myth or Reality

We should start our 
diversity initiatives by 
encouraging our co-
workers to value diversity.
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Yes

No



Myth or Reality

Our diversity initiatives 
should focus mostly on 
helping people find 
connections.
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Yes

No



Why does any of 
this matter?
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We could be 
killing our 
patients
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About Milton Bennett

╺ American sociologist
╺ Author of the 

"Developmental Model 
of Cultural Sensitivity"

32Bennett, 2004



“ Intercultural sensitivity is not natural. It 
is not part of our primate past, nor has 
it characterized most of human history.  
Cross-cultural contact usually has been 
accompanied by bloodshed, 
oppression, or genocide.  

33Bennett, 2004
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“ … the concept of fundamental 
difference in cultural worldview is the 
most problematic and threatening idea 
that many of us ever encounter.  

35Bennett, 2004
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Changing natural tendencies
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Valuing differences = advanced concept
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Intercultural Stages of Development



The Stages
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Differences are 
hidden or threatening 

Differences are 
accepted and valued 



Ethnocentric 
Stages
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There are no relevant 
differences (or just 

surface ones) 

There are differences 
and I don't like them



Transition 
Phase
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We have more in common 
than we have differences



Ethnorelative 
Stages
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Differences are 
accepted

One can see the 
world from another's 
cultural perspective
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Where are 
you?



Applications



So what?
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╺ We are typically pretty 
bad at estimating our 
own comfort with 
cultural differences.



How do I know?
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How do I know?
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Perceived 
Orientation

Developmental 
orientation
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Perceived or 
Developmental?
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Perceived or 
Developmental?
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Perceived or 
Developmental?



So what?
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╺ Specific interventions 
work best for specific 
stages.



Intervention Examples

╺ Denial
╶ What cultural differences?
╶ Goals: awareness, positive feelings, beneath the surface
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╺ Interventions
╶ Celebrations
╶ Interesting "surface level" differences



Intervention Examples

╺ Defense
╶ I don't like differences
╶ Goals: reduce fear or anxiety, "we're all in this together"
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╺ Interventions
╶ We're all in this together
╶ Intentionally seek connections, Conversity®



Intervention Examples

╺ Minimization
╶ Aren't we all the same?
╶ Goals: confidence, movement to acceptance
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╺ Interventions
╶ Understand our cultural background
╶ Gently experience differences, Conversity®
╶ Equal status contact with cultural differences



Intervention Examples

╺ Acceptance
╶ We respect and accept cultural differences
╶ Goals: in-depth knowledge, imagination & adaptation
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╺ Interventions
╶ Focus on one key culture at a time
╶ Focus on considerable contact 
╶ Challenging conversations & experiences



In general...

1. Measure before you move
2. Consider the stages of development
3. Think of "non-traditional" interventions

Travel, ongoing book clubs, intercultural 
discussions and challenges, coaching, immersion

1. Remember the "whole" system 56



What will you 

DO?



THANK YOU!
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